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Summersus is the result of the passion for Super Metroid and 3D games.
All images are rendered in real time with Unity 3D HDRP. taken from the playable prototype. 
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In Summersus, you play as a lonely robot who awakens from a long slumber 
in a ruined underwater station, apparently abandoned, will undertake a 
tireless search for human survivors, on his journey he will discover what 
happened in the depths of this wonderful but dark and dangerous ocean.

Main features:
 • Battles against various sea monsters and uncontrolled machines.
  • A vast and mysterious submerged world where you must explore various  
  underwater stations found at the bottom of the ocean, being able to     
  swim freely.
 • Find improvements and new skills that will allow you to access new       
  areas and secrets.
 • Aggressive or friendly marine fauna with different behaviors, day / night   
  cycle.
  • Non-linear advance, you choose what to explore, who to fight and      
  how.
 • Cryptic history, discovering where you are and what happened         
  depends exclusively on you.
 • The gameplay takes classic elements from the SNES era and re-invents    
  them to suit modern times.
 • Various puzzles to advance or obtain a character improvement.
  • The player will go through labyrinthine and claustrophobic corridors,     
  where darkness reigns, and will swim in the ocean of dark waters full of    
  beauty and horrors.

OVERVIEW
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Summersus is a 3D game, of the Metroidvania subgenre for a single player, 
we must find improvements for our character, and little by little we will be 
able to advance and discover the history that is hidden under the ocean.
Summersus ambitiously combines the gameplay of "Super Metroid," "Dead 
Space," and "Dark Souls." The controls are adapted to bring the experience 
of a 2D Metroid to 3D graphics, with a third person perspective.
The combat will be mainly of shooting with a shoulder camera, both The combat will be mainly of shooting with a shoulder camera, both 
underwater and walking.

When playing underwater, you can move in any direction freely and at 
high speed with gameplay similar to "Zone of the enders", but while walking 
the gameplay is similar to "Dead Space".
Summersus can be played with a keyboard or gamepad. Your basic Summersus can be played with a keyboard or gamepad. Your basic 
actions are attack, move, and dodge / climb. Simple to learn and essential 
to master, you have auto-aiming to run / jump and shoot as you would in a 
2D Metroid but you can use manual aiming to be more precise or shoot 
specific areas to generate effects on your enemies.
The combat in Summersus is dizzying, intense and depends on you, certain 
monsters you encounter will be a challenge, to win you must discover and 
exploit their weaknesses:exploit their weaknesses:

For example, humanoid enemies can be vulnerable when shooting their legs as they 
make them fall, for marine enemies you can try shooting their eyes so that their massive 
attacks are less accurate.

Will you be precise and fatal or will you focus on dodge and counter?
Will you use missiles, electric shots, or maybe freeze your enemies to 
use as a platform?
You decide how to fight and you decide how to survive, You decide how to fight and you decide how to survive, 
the upgrades can be used as weapons, so do your best to 
discover the weaknesses of the enemies and use them to 
your advantage.

GAMEPLAY
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The exploration is rewarding but risky, the ocean has several marine The exploration is rewarding but risky, the ocean has several marine 
biomes, venturing into one of them without the necessary skills is a great 
challenge, in some cases certain skills are necessary to access these 
biomes, for example, electrical resistance will be needed to enter the 
kingdom of Eels, or resistance to heat to go down to underwater 
volcanoes, if an area seems too difficult maybe you should come back 
later when you are stronger.
The ocean is dynamic, a herd of marine creatures can appear The ocean is dynamic, a herd of marine creatures can appear 
unexpectedly, and you can see yourself involved in the middle of their 
hunt, and if you are not alert you can be their prey, other creatures are 
peaceful, they may even hide some secret that you can discover if you 
travel by his side.
Ocean currents can help you travel faster, but they are dynamic and 
unpredictable.
Within this ocean there are several underwater stations, empty of human Within this ocean there are several underwater stations, empty of human 
life for some reason.
These structures are full of labyrinthine corridors, where darkness reigns and 
shadows melt with metal.
The game takes the atmosphere of "Super Metroid", and feelings that 
convey the images of the Manga "Blame!".
Loneliness and melancholy are part of the experience, but without Loneliness and melancholy are part of the experience, but without 
forgetting the action and the shots.

The player will know the story through the environment, clues scattered 
around the world, elements and situations.
Understanding the whole story requires an active attitude on the part of the 
player.

THE WORLD



Eyratrin is developing Summersus, at the moment it is a “home” project 
since it is made up of two people:

- Cristian Trinidad, in charge of art, design and programming:
“10 years ago I started working as a programmer, since then I have been turning “10 years ago I started working as a programmer, since then I have been turning 
in parallel to 3D modeling, which allowed me to start working as a freelancer 
video game developer, taking full charge of the developments. I currently work 
full time for a game development company and in my spare time I develop 
Summersus, so I sleep less than I would like, but today's effort will pay off 
tomorrow, or so they say. "

- Anna Christian Ferreyra, in charge of sound, marketing, finance, general - Anna Christian Ferreyra, in charge of sound, marketing, finance, general 
administration of the project.
“Thanks to my studies in international relations and administration, I have been “Thanks to my studies in international relations and administration, I have been 
working since 2010 in the field of foreign trade, administration and finance. 
Currently I work full time in a company that is a Freight Forwarder, there I manage 
the administration and finances of it. I am a fan of the games of yesteryear, old 
classics of nes and snes, that is why all the effort that I put into Summersus day by 
day is to begin to fulfill dreams that have been brought from a child, I think I help 
Summersus to feel like the games of my childhood. "

Yes ... we both have the same name (Christian / Cristian).Yes ... we both have the same name (Christian / Cristian).

THE TEAM
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It is an indie 3D SCI-FI game of adventure and exploration in 3rd person with 
aspects of a shooter and slight platform, with a camera on the shoulder, where 
we play a robot that after a long period of lethargy wakes up in an underwater 
station seemingly abandoned, but it won't take long for you to discover that 

you are not alone.
TheThe player will be in charge of discovering the mysteries that occur in an 
underwater world, both in the depths of the sea, and in "abandoned"   

underwater stations infested with strange creatures.


